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Olga first came to AIR Studios in 2003 on her 
placement year from the Tonmeister course at Surrey 
University. After graduating, she returned to work at 
AIR full time and, ten years later, she’s an example 

of an increasingly rare class of production pro — the versatile 
recordist: tracking Chris Martin, mixing sound for film, 
recording and mixing a 50-piece orchestra. She has worked 
on records for Coldplay, The Foo Fighters, Muse, Keane, 
Guillemots and Noah & the Whale as well as large-scale 
orchestral sessions for movies such as Atonement, The Grand 
Budapest Hotel and My Week With Marilyn. Olga mixed 
the music for TV series Line of Duty, recorded and mixed 
Avashaom Caspi’s score for Simon Schama’s epic Jewish 
history TV series, and recorded and mixed Sky Art’s drama 
King of the Teds. In 2012 she recorded the music for the 
closing ceremony of the London Olympics with Jessie J, Ed 
Sheeran, Ray Davies, David Arnold, Tinie Tempah and Taio 
Cruz. Resolution caught up with her at AIR studio 1.

What have you been working on recently?
In May Coldplay’s Ghost Stories album was released, which 
I had been working on for about a year. Last week I’ve just 
completed a film with Stephen Warbeck, I’ve also done some 
theatre sessions as a sound consultant.

Do you enjoy running big film sessions, where you 
have to co-ordinate with a composer, an arranger, 
conductor and so on?
I love those sessions because it’s quite sociable, there’s lots 
of people involved and I really enjoy that aspect. Working 
in a traditional studio like AIR or Abbey Road means you’ve 
probably also got a really good Pro Tools operator and 
assistant, as an engineer you end up with a really good team 
around you — so on those sessions I tend just to be doing one 
job — listening and balancing, following the score and making 
comments. If you don’t have the team, you have to run Pro 
Tools and do everything, you’re probably not able to fully 
enjoy the core job. I like doing a variety of recording work, 
and you can apply aspects of film scoring to band work and 
vice versa. Film scoring is quite organised: you have to think 
ahead and plan, of course you can apply that to other types 
of recording! If you’ve done band albums it’s actually quite 
helpful with film scores, because there’s now a considerable 
amount of programming involved with movies. 

We’re sitting in front of the old Oxford Street ‘Air 
Montserrat’ Neve console, how do you rate it?
It’s my favourite desk in the world. I absolutely love this desk, 
it just sounds amazing. The mic pres are brilliant. Whenever 
anyone offers us a new mic pre to test it’s just a waste of time 
bringing it into this room! Even monitor mixes, which are 
maybe not quite right balance-wise … sonically it’s hard to 
get anything like it. 

How do you run a big session on this desk, as 
regards musician cue mixes and so on, because this 
Neve was designed and laid out for a completely 
different era of recording equipment?
It depends on the session, but I normally come up with a bit of 
a hybrid. I did a film session at the beginning of this week that 
had seven musicians all needing different headphone mixes, 
so I had the Pro Tools returns coming up on one side of the 
desk — this isn’t an inline desk — you have to use half the 
desk for mic pres, so there’s only 24 channels of monitoring. 
The musicians all had 8-channel cue mixes, and I sent them 
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some stuff from Pro Tools that I had summed together. So, a combination of 
mixing some tracks in Pro Tools, plus aux sends off the desk. I often make a 
submix of drums or brass and send that to the musicians who then balance their 
own cue mixes. I might have 6 faders to monitor percussion from 12 mics, but 
then in Pro Tools I might also have a mono send of percussion straight to the 
cue mixing boxes in the recording room.

Does every musician in the orchestras you 
record get headphones? 
On big orchestral sessions it’s quite normal now 
for everyone to have cans. On movie work, many 
composers are just replacing the instruments on their 
demos that have been approved, so they don’t really 
want to stray too far off what they’ve already done. 
I did a session with indie folk band Daughter where 
nobody wanted to wear headphones. We had several 
wedges … in the end, you just figure out a way to 
make it work. 

What would be your favourite mic array to 
capture the overall picture of an orchestra?
For a three-way tree I would always use Neumann 
M50s in the hall, although not here in AIR Studio 
1. I always use the M50 set to Omni, as their 
design makes them surprisingly directional at high 
frequencies. Even if I’m working to stereo, I still 
use the tree as a starting point. When I’m recording 
strings in here [Studio 1], I am usually not really 
trying to capture as much of the room sound. I’ve 
experimented with several different systems, but in 
a studio environment I tend to favour close mics. I 
love using valve U47s as room mics in the studio — 
AIR’s U47s have been rebuilt by Blue Microphones 
and are probably a bit darker sounding than some 
U47s — and as this recording room is pretty bright 
it tends to work fairly well. For spot mics I like 
Schoeps generally for cardioids and valve U47s, if I 
have some available, for cellos. I’ve also used some 

Gefell UM75s to good effect recently on viola and cello. It really depends on the 
orchestral project: sometimes people may not know exactly what they want, 
or how they want to mix it, and in those cases it’s better to err on the side of 
caution and give yourself some options as an engineer. Even though I may not 
use any spot mics in the mix, I’ll always put them out. For the sake of half an 
hour of plugging up some extra mics, it’s really worth doing.
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On movie sessions, do you EQ the mic channels when recording?
On film you’ve got so little time to get a sound on anything. If I was tracking 
drums for a band, I’d EQ and compress while I was recording, but for film 
you’ve just got to get something usable and move on … and then look at it 
in the mix!

Who taught you how to record big orchestras?
For film music, Nick Wollage and Geoff Foster. I’ve learnt a lot from both of 
them. Geoff is the king of being organised, and he’s very generous with his 
knowledge. Nick is always experimenting — using interesting mic arrays and 
so on — you quickly learn what works by observing someone like that. For a 
particular film recording session he might use something unusual like an extra 
mini-tree up in the gallery. 

How do you cope with the time delay with a mic setup like that, 
where you have two LCR specific ambient sources, do you try to 
align the waveforms in Pro Tools?
Not for orchestral recordings, I would mainly use a second tree like a long reverb. 
If I’m mixing a live band’s show for DVD, and there are audience mics with huge 
delays, I might slide them in to shorten the time difference, but I personally 
wouldn’t bother doing that sort of thing for orchestral recordings. Often when 
you’re doing film work there is just so much time pressure there is really no 
room to experiment.

When you mix on the Neve, do you use the desk automation or do 
you have the faders in a line?
I’m getting towards the approach of analogue faders in a line, although I used 
to use the console automation a bit. I’m not sure if an ultimate compromise 
between in-the-box and analogue exists. I love mixing on the Neve, ideally 
I’d record it all nicely through the desk and sum the mix through the faders. 
Although I haven’t extensively A-B tested analogue vs DAW summing with 
the very latest version of Pro Tools, I could definitely hear the difference when 
I tested a bunch of stems summed through buses versus the exact same stems 
summed through outputs. I’m really bad at electronics, so I can’t technically 
explain why it should sound better when I’m not even applying any EQ, but 
I can definitely hear a difference. Summing through the Neve, the top end just 
seems to be clearer. In terms of records, people now expect so much recall-ability 

that you can never anticipate the mix you’ve printed one night will be the one to 
go on the album. Nobody wants to pay to go back into a studio to do it all again 
on a particular console, so the process tends to be to have faders in a line, sum 
through the desk doing moves within Pro Tools, then you can always tweak 
afterwards in-the-box.

Do you rerecord stems back into Pro Tools through the Neve?
It depends. For a band record now I wouldn’t really do stems, I’d just have it 
all in the box, and if they want a mix change I’d do it as and when. But for 
film I might have eight 5.1 stems of all the different score elements. I’ll be 
using something like that for a project I’m starting for an animation movie, 
they usually expect you to deliver all film audio in surround now. For film 
work I always balance for surround from the beginning, and then just check 
the fold-downs as I go along. If we’re lucky, there might be a budget for a 
soundtrack album, where we can spend a day just tweaking the stereo mixes. 
But in general I always monitor in 5.1 on film work, because that’s how the 
majority of the audience will hear the music in the cinema. For bands or DVDs 
it could be different. For example, I’ve just finished doing the broadcast mixes 
for a bunch of Coldplay TV specials, they’re all in surround because they are for 
HD channels. But they started life as stereo mixes, mainly because that’s how 
Coldplay’s studio is set up, and that’s the format they all use to approve the 
mixes. We were quite conservative because it was a live show, also when you’re 
watching a band on stage, you do want it to feel like they are in front of you, so 
it’s not possible to do anything really crazy with the rear channels.

How did you get to work with Coldplay?
I first met them when I was on placement, I used to bring them coffees or 
whatever, they’re all very nice people. I then assisted on Viva La Vida at AIR, 
so I’ve known them for a few years. They travel all over the place, I mainly 
engineer the recordings they do when they’re in London at their own studio. 
When they work in the US they use a really great engineer at Henson, I’ve been 
emailing him a lot so I’m always up to speed with what’s happening, there’s 
good communication with all the engineers they use around the world. 

Your own travels took you to Ethiopia, to record the Girl Hub project.
A friend of a friend who has a record label in Rwanda got in touch about the 
charity project in Ethiopia. Me and my husband Simon — who’s a studio tech — 
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went out there for several weeks. There’s an Ethiopian producer called Abegasu 
Shiota who has his own studio, which we used for the recordings. About half of 
the studio wasn’t working, so Simon spent a day getting it all going again. We 
basically doubled the number of channels working on the desk and got some 
decent headphone monitoring working — he had some reasonable equipment, 
it just wasn’t all working very well! Once we’d maxed out the studio, I started 
tracking with some session musicians for the album. The Ethiopian musicians 
are amazing — the percussionists, rhythm sections and guitarists were easily 
as good as London players — there’s quite a big live jazz scene in Ethiopia, 
so they’re all jazzers at heart. There was a period under Communism where 

there really wasn’t much music being 
played, some of the musicians we 
were working with had spent time in 
the US, returning home when Ethiopia 
was peaceful again. I was recording 
the music for a sort of radio drama, 
Yegna, which is supposed to hold up 
some positive role models for young 
girls: they discuss issues like early 
marriage and that type of thing. 

What is your next session and 
do you work exclusively at AIR 
Studios?
All the engineers here are freelance, 
AIR Management look after us, but we 
are not actually employed by them. So 
all the engineers are free to go and 
work in other facilities. Most of my 
work comes from people I’ve already 
recorded with, or I’m recommended to 
a new client by someone I’ve worked 
with. My next session is in Belgium, 
at Galaxy Studios. I’m recording and 
mixing an orchestra for a French 
feature animation.

If you could give advice to someone recently graduated from a 
recording school, what would you say?
Even when you are doing sessions where you think you’re not really learning 
anything new, quite a lot of information is going in which will be useful in the 
future. You might find yourself running a similar session and you’ll think ‘oh, 
I remember this …’ Any youngster working at a big facility gets to work with 
professionals at the top of their game, you watch what they do and probably 
copy some tricks that you like. If I could give some advice, I think I would 
say: don’t lose patience. It seems a long time, six or seven years assisting and 
moving mics around, but all that work pays off eventually. nADA8REShalfpagehorizFINALAUG14_Layout 1  13/08/2014  15:41  Page 1
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PLASA London returns to ExCeL London 
from 5-8 October 2014.

@plasashow

facebook.com/PlasaShow

plasashow.comb

See website for details:

TECHNOLOGY.
EXPERTISE.
INFLUENCE.

The show will welcome the biggest names in 
lighting, audio, video and stage technology - 
and thousands of visitors from around the globe 
- to the most vibrant city in the world. 

It’s an iconic setting for an exhibition that, 
over its 37 years, has been at the heart of the 
entertainment technology industry - its birth, 
growth and constant evolution.   

Register now and be part of it too!


